The Golden Road

Today’s older adults are redefining senior travel | By Hilary Danailova

At the age of 65—her grandmother viewed travel as a series of cruises “where she would only go shopping,” recalled Homer, a retired preschool teacher and former travel agent in Boca Raton, Fla. “She went with her lady friends, and she could tell you what she paid for everything.” Homer, in contrast, has trekked around Antarctica and the Galápagos Islands, road-tripped cross-country and climbed Tuscan hills on a Melton Travel Seminar organized by the Florence Melton School of Adult Jewish Learning. “My generation is so much more physically active,” Homer observed. While her own grandparents were sedentary, she added, “we’re used to getting down on the floor with the grandkids.”
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Since organized leisure excursions generally skew older, educated and affluent, Jewish travelers in middle age and beyond will often find like-minded sojourners—even on trips that aren’t specifically for seniors or Jews. At ElderTrek, another tour operator geared for people over 50, about one-third of those who sign up for the small-group tours are Jewish, said Gary Murtagh, the founder of the Toronto-based company. He started organizing active, all-inclusive vacations 34 years ago for people “who still want to travel with their peers, without feeling older,” Murtagh explained. While his clients are earlier to rise and less into nightlife than their younger counterparts, he added, “they’re all into adventure, great experiences.”

ElderTrek adventurers might join a safari through Namibia and Botswana, hike the Caucasus or canoe around Papua New Guinea. When the spirit is willing but the knees aren’t up for climbing, Murtagh recommends small-ship expeditions to the polar regions, Greenland or Polynesia. How about a Spanish-language Shabbat service and dinner with the Jews of Havana, a feature of Jewish Cuba tours? Or six weeks studying and practicing Italian over espressos in Verona, a Road Scholar offering? Such trips are typical of the culturally immersive travel that is in vogue nowadays, where friendships and insights are the prized souvenirs.

“People are looking for more experiential travel—not just seeing the sights, but connecting with local people,” observed Jeff Rubchinsky, CEO of Ayelet Tours, which coordinates an array of Israel and Jewish culture excursions, both on its own and for Jewish organizations, including Hadassah. “We see it over and over again, travelers making connections that last beyond the trip.”

And Hadassah’s Israel missions, those connections are cemented through visits to the organization’s hospitals and to Hadassah-sponsored Youth Aliyah villages. “We’ll look at the hospital’s Chagall windows, but we’ll also hear about new research from the top doctors,” said Aileen Bormel, a Hadassah national mission co-chair. Though Masada and the Western Wall are still very much on the itinerary, Bormel cited cooking workshops and Purim parties as experiences that bring Israeli life into focus. While missions typically attract seniors, Hadassah does offer intergenerational experiences as well. From October 7 to 15, travelers participating in From Dream to Innovation: Hadassah’s Milestone Mission will see the hospitals firsthand during the centennial celebration of the Hadassah Medical Organization.

Cuba, where Hadassah has sponsored several recent trips, is seeing skyrocketing demand from Jewish seniors, despite security concerns and United States government restrictions. To many adventurers, Rubchinsky said, the long-isolated island promises authentic cultural engagement and the opportunity to witness history. Deeper engagement is the idea behind a newer Road Scholar offering, “Living and Learning,” which invites travelers to settle into an apartment and live as locals in places like Seville, Berlin or Cuenca, Ecuador. For six weeks, participants attend small-group language classes, using new vocabulary to chat with taxi drivers and shop at the market. The latest Road Scholar catalog is a study in the way seniors travel now, from the immersive language stays to half-year, wintertime ocean cruises (“almost cheaper than three months renting in Florida,” Bell said). Grandparent-grandchild bus tours are a particular hit; elders can share their favorite spots, like San Francisco and the Grand Canyon, without the hassles of driving and parking.

Among Road Scholar’s Jewish travelers, popular excursions include an exploration of New Mexico’s Crypto-Jewish heritage; a service program at Auschwitz that features lectures as well as hands-on work such as raking and sweeping the grounds; and a hike through Israel’s National Trail that winds through historic sites and natural wonders.

Organized trips have advantages, especially for the many seniors who are single—and who are fueling...
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Havana Charm Cuba trips are growing increasingly popular among Jewish seniors.
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explosive growth in the Jewish singles tour market. “It’s not really about finding love, it’s about finding like-minded individuals to travel with,” explained Lynn Samuels, 57, of Boston. “As you get older, it’s harder to find single friends who want to travel, who have the money and the time to do it.”

Samuels circles the globe sourcing products for her job as a merchandise manager at TJX, the retail giant that operates T.J. Maxx, Marshalls and HomeGoods. For 20 years, she has made “literally dozens of close, close friends traveling all over the world” on Ayelet’s Best-Day Adventures trips for Jewish singles in their 40s through 60s. As a busy working person, “you don’t have a ton of time to research and plan excursions,” she explained.

In December 2015, Samuels met a first-timer on an Ayelet singles cruise: Greg Signer, an Orlando property manager. Recently divorced, he signed up for the Caribbean jaunt after months of hesitation. “I didn’t want to be alone over the holidays,” recalled Signer, now 49, who had a bout of cold feet at the airport when he realized he was vacationing with dozens of complete strangers.

Samuels and Signer fell in love, and he relocated to Boston. They went on a second trip together—to Cuba—and later got engaged in Eilat. But their romance is an exception; most solo voyagers are simply looking for a Jewish peer group. “Our trips are designed to meet the needs of like-minded people and the common denominators of being single and Jewish,” said Bill Carritt, Ayelet’s long-time organizer of singles trips, “but not to promote the idea of finding love.”

With more singles on the road, tour operators are increasingly waiving the single supplement—the surcharge that lone travelers pay on tours that have been tradition-sensitive to,” said Judy Kupchan, whose stamina and physical abilities were designed for couples sharing accommodations. That’s good news for seniors, who are likelier to be widowed, divorced or leaving a less-spry partner at home.

Some travel operators, like Philadelphia-based Gil Travel, pair solo travelers in hotel room “shukdachim,” said Susan Blum, Gil’s Israel special-ist. “We’ve got a lot of singles, and they never, ever feel lonely,” Blum added. “At night, we sit around in a circle and tell funny stories. It’s an intimate experience.”

For upward of 40 years, retirees have been the core demographic for Gil’s Israel trips. Blum’s two-week itineraries specifically for travelers 55 and up feature fewer people, a gentler pace, and spring and fall departures that avoid Israel’s summer heat. “We’re out at 8:30 in the morning, and back by 4,” she noted.

Tour operators are finding creative ways to accommodate travelers whose stamina and physical abilities vary widely. “It’s a reality we’re very sensitive to,” said Judy Kupchan, who oversees travel semi-nars as CEO of the Melton school, a project of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. “Our popu-lation is aging, and we’re looking at more fluid and flexible itineraries.” Melton’s six to 12 annual travel seminars have a passionate following among its global students—many of whom view the 10-day excursions through Israel, Iberia and Central Europe as an extension of the school’s two-year adult Jewish learn-ing curriculum.

Road Scholar’s website lists trips according to four categories of phys-ical intensity, from “Easy Going” to “Let’s Go!” “Having too many different activity levels on a program is disheartening, for the people who can’t keep up and for the people who don’t want to wait,” explained JoAnn Bell, the company executive.

For a growing number of older travelers, the low-impact solution is a river cruise. In contrast to traditional ocean cruises—which can involve miles of onboard walking and climbing between decks—river boats typically carry only a few hundred passengers, offer a flat deck for viewing and take travelers up close to ever-changing waterfront scenery. Many itineraries flow alongside European cities rich with Jewish heritage, such as Budapest, Vienna and Prague. Luxury cruise operator Uniworld offers a European Jewish heritage program on its Remarkable Rhine itinerary between Amsterdam and Basel.

“There’s a tremendous amount of interest in Jewish cruising,” observed Rubchinsky of Ayelet, which sold out a 2019 Danube trip a year in advance. River travel isn’t cheap—most all-inclusive departures start in the mid-four figures—but the conveni-ence and exclusivity are winning over even the formerly boat-averse. Indeed, today’s senior travelers are willing to take chances. Cindy Homer, the Melton seminar traveler from Boca Raton, had never taken a Jewish tour before joining her class-mates in Italy—an experience she calls life-changing. “I saw the pope,” she recalled. “And here I was a travel agent for years, and I never knew there were ghettos outside of Rome.”

But it was Pompeii that finally reduced Homer to tears. “I remembered my black-and-white composition book in Latin class, studying Pompeii,” recalled Homer. “For me, it was about everything I studied in school coming to life. I think I’ve learned a lot more from traveling than I ever did in books.”
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